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1. Answer any ten of the following questions 2x10-20 

a) What are the two sources of our ideas according to Locke? 

b) What is simple idea according to Locke? 

c) How does Hume define substance?

d) Why is Locke called a representative realist? 

e) What, according to Locke, are the different types of substance?

fWhat does Berkeley mean by substance?

g) What are the different kinds of knowledge according to Berkeley? 



h) What is the relation of constant conjunction?

i) State Hume's laws of association?

j) What is personal identity? 

k) What is analytic judgment according to Kant? 

1) What, according to Kant, are the two marks of apriori knowledge? 

m) What is sensibility according to Kant? 

n) Who says that "The real is rational, and, the rational is real'? 

o) What does Hegel mean by appearance? 

2. Answer any four of the following questions: 
5x4-20 

a) Distinguish, after Locke, between primary and secondary qualities. 

b) How does Hume distinguish between impression and idea? 



c)Distinguish, following Hume, between relations of ideas and matters of facts. 

d) How does Kant show that Space and Time are intuitions, not concepts?

e)Bring out the significance of Copernican Revolution in Kant's philosophy. 

) Give an exposition of Hegel's Dialectic Method. 

3. Answer any two of the following questions: 10x2-20 

a) Explain the different kinds of knowledge following Locke. 

b) How does Berkeley refute Locke's doctrine of abstract ideas? Discuss. 

c) Why does Hume hold that there is no necessary connection between cause and effect? Explain. 

d) Are synthetic a priori judgments possible? Answer after Kant. 


